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Web Database (ウェブデータベース) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Website Address: 178.128.108.86 

 

This manual is designed to explain the steps for new users using this web database that allows 

the search for the gloss for Classical Chinese Textbooks in Japan. You can find step to step 

instructions for using the website in this manual. There are two different websites with different 

functionalities and depending on the user’s objective, the user should choose the website that 

would best fulfil his/her objective. 
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Homepage (178.128.108.86) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Brings user to a detailed search page 
to search for elements that meet more 
than one row of search requirements 
by setting the requirements on the 
point's position, appearance (color) 
and shape, etc. 

Brings user to a simple search 
page to search for the point's 
position using the appearance 
(color) and shape as the search 
requirement. 

Shows the latest updates 
to the website 
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Difference between simple search and detailed search 

 Simple search Detailed search 

Interface - Dropdown box  

- Input box for kanji 

- Button selection of coordinate, 
mark, style, gojūon mark, gojūon 
style  

- Dropdown box for book numbers 

- 4 Tables for input and deleting of 
requirements 

Allowed number 

of search 

requirements 

- Only one for everything Any number of [coordinate, mark, 
style]  

Any numer of [gojūon mark, gojūon 
style] 

 but only 1 kanji, 1 book start 
number and 1 book end number 

Search 

Requirements 

- Mark 

- Style 

- Kanji 

- Book start and end number 

- [Coordinate, mark, style] 

- [Gojūon mark, Gojūon style] 

- Kanji 

- Book start and end number 

Results shown - Shows number of valid kanji 
from inputted requirements in 
each coordinate for each book 
in inputted requirements  

 

- Shows information of kanji 
for either that coordinate and 
book or everything together 

Shows information of valid kanji 
from inputted requirements 
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Simple search input page  

 

In the simple search page, there are 5 information for input as requirements.  

Starting book*, Ending book*, Mark, Style and Kanji 

*  = Required 

Selecting start and end page 

Start book End book Books shown 

1 1 1 

4 6 4,5,6 

9 9 9 

1 9 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

徳 For example: 

Able to choose kanji for 

input in results page 

 
No mark/No style = 

All mark/All style 

 

http://178.128.108.86/index3.php?kanji=%E5%BE%B3
http://178.128.108.86/index3.php?kanji=%E5%BE%B3
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After clicking ‘search’ button  

 

 

  

Bring user back 
to input page 

Bring user back 
to Homepage 

Box with “Total” indicates the total sum 
of numbers in all book added together 

Each number in the small square of the 
7x7 square represents the number of 
kanji for that coordinate in that book.  

Red highlighted boxes marks 1st to 3rd 
highest number of kanjis in that 7x7 
square, yellow marks the 4th to 6th. 

If additional requirements were 
set, requirements are displayed 

Brings user to result page for that 
coordinate and book 

In this case, coordinate is (0,0) 

Book 2 
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Button at the bottom of the last book number brings 
user to result page for all coordinates and books 

Link brings user to the image that shows the book page where the kanji is at 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Detailed search input page 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Kanji 
Book start number 
Book end number 

Buttons 

Bring user back 
to Homepage 

Clicking on any buttons adds the value to the input table 
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All columns required before adding new row for each table 

After putting in all desired 
requirements 

All inputted 
requirements 

Number of 
results 

Bring user back to 
input page with 
requirements remained 

Allow users to delete 
row of requirement 

Bring user back to 
input page with 
requirements remained 
along with kanji 


